
2012: Doomsday All Over Again

Progress or Regress
It is the end of the world again. The world was predicted to
end at least eight times in the past 30 years, from the
Jupiter Effect in 1982 to what became a common punch line, “88
reasons why the rapture will happen in 1988.” Then there was
the  granddaddy  of  all  false  apocalyptic  prophecies:  the
millennium bug of 2000, when it was widely held that all
computers would fail at the turn of the millennium. Let’s not
forget the two failed predictions of the end in 2011. Now the
world faces yet another prediction of the end with the Mayan
calendar  prophecy  of  2012.  In  an  age  of  super–science,
computers, space travel and accelerating progress, why are
people fascinated with the end of the world?

We have all heard the phrase “What goes up must come down.”
This  captures  the   popular  attitude  towards  progress  and
regress. Americans believe strongly in human perfectibility
and the inevitability of technological progress. This idea
states that as technology moves society from its primitive
state to an advanced condition it will eventually improve,
bringing a better tomorrow. The world is getting better and
better. Faith in progress provides the engine for all the
accelerating  technological  changes  from  space  exploration,
media, computers, to science and medicine. Historian Robert
Nisbet noted the essential role of progress in our belief
system  when  he  said  that  progress  does  not  represent  one
aspect of modern life, but in fact provides the keystone idea
and  context  for  the  entire  modern  worldview,  including
democracy, equality, social justice and, of course, science
and technology.{1} The modern world does not exist without the
belief in progress. Technological improvement makes no sense
without the larger telos, or purpose of history, guiding it.
Simply put, all of this innovation leads to a utopian future.
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So we are left with the question, If America is so progressive
why  is  it  so  obsessed  with  the  end  of  the  world  or
apocalypticism,  a  belief  that  is  not  progressive,  but
regressive?  This  view  of  history  does  not  move  toward  a
utopian society of universal peace, ease and convenience, but
rather toward calamity. Progress and regress share the same
view of history. Any belief in progress necessarily has a
regressive  interpretation.  They  each  look  at  the  same
circumstances and data and draw complementary conclusions. One
sees the dawn of a great society, the other sees the end of
the world. They represent complementary ideas in the same way
life and death complement each other. What lives eventually
dies, so what progresses will also necessarily regress.

All people intuitively know that they will die one day; so
then society, the collective “person,” knows it too must one
day die. If progress takes place we know that its opposite,
regress, will also happen. Regressive thought states that the
progress we take for granted potentially has a downside and in
fact will result in something catastrophic. Our society will
one day come to an end. It cannot live forever any more than
an individual can live forever in a mortal body. We know that
what goes up must come down. The current obsession over the
end of the world in movies, such as 2012, Melancholia and
Contagion or wildly popular novels such as the Left Behind
series, the predictions of popular preachers or the Mayan
prophecy all cater to our regressive and pessimistic side.
This is not as bad as it first sounds. Death creates the
foundation of all religion, philosophy and culture as attempts
to provide answers for our questions and solace in times of
doubt and need. The reality of death causes people to look for
the meaning of life. Christians need to harness the regressive
side of culture because it warns of imminent danger and offers
the  opportunity  to  introduce  people  to  Jesus  Christ.
Regressive thinking, like the knowledge of our own death,
makes  us  all  aware  of  our  need  for  God  and  the  Savior.
Believers must take advantage of this primal consciousness of



the end to tell people about what the Bible says concerning
the end of the world and the return of Christ. But in order to
do this successfully we must first establish guidelines on how
to identify false prophecy.

What the Bible Says
Today people are searching for the meaning of life in the
wrong places, such as the prophecies of Nostradamus, astrology
and, again, the Mayan prophecy of 2012. It is a sign of the
end times when there are many false prophets talking about the
end of the world (Matthew 24:11). The false prophet shows that
people are aware that the end is near.

There are two rules in Scripture that will help believers
identify  false  prophets,  which  should  be  followed  without
exception. First, prophecy must never set a date regarding
when the world will end. Jesus spoke clearly about the signs
of His return and the end of the world when He said,  “But of
the day and the hour no one knows” (Matthew 24:36). Anyone who
comes to you with a firm date as to when the world will end
such  as  December  21,  2012  should  be  avoided.  Cultists
continually  violate  this  cardinal  rule.  For  example,  the
Jehovah’s Witnesses have predicted the end of the world eight
times between 1914 and 1975. Popular radio preacher Harold
Camping predicted the end in 1994 and twice in 2011. The
speculation surrounding the year 2000 was much like it is
today over 2012. Scientific evidence was proffered predicting
that  all  computers  would  fail  at  the  turn  of  the  last
millennium. This warning was taken very seriously by most
people  who  made  preparations  for  the  potential  disaster,
demonstrating the pervasive sentiment of impending of doom.

However, many Bible-believing Christians also fall prey to the
error of date–setting, even if this practice is often veiled
in  vague  language  and  logic.  For  example,  when  prophecy
experts identify leading political figures as the Antichrist,
such as Hitler, Mussolini or Saddam Hussein, they engage in



false prophecy. This approach will invariably get us into
trouble because it starts the clock ticking. If Saddam Hussein
were  the  Antichrist,  then  logically  Christ  should  have
returned before the end of his life, since the Antichrist is
the precursor to the coming of Christ (Rev. 6:2; 2 Thess.
2:3). However, we know that did not happen. In this way,
identification  of  the  Antichrist  with  any  leading  figure
becomes false prophecy.

How much better it would have been to say Hussein was like the
Antichrist or prefigured the Antichrist, rather than identify
him as the Antichrist. This simple switch in focus spares us
the humiliation of false prophecy, but retains all the power
of moral denunciation that apocalyptic thinking offers.

This leads to the second rule of indentifying false prophecy:
all prophecy must have a moral imperative. This means people
should not engage in speculation and prognostication for the
fun of it. A biblical approach to prophecy gives a warning
about future judgment and a chance to repent: “Blessed is he
who reads and those who hear the words of the prophecy, and
heed the things which are written in it; for the time is near”
(Rev. 1:3; see also 2 Thess. 2:1, 5-10). Prophecy engages in
denouncing moral outrage, which is why it couches things in
the strongest possible language. To say that the world is
coming to an end or that someone is the Antichrist gets a lot
of  attention,  but  requires  a  moral  cause  to  justify  its
claims.

If  the  prophecy  gives  a  date  and  it  lacks  the  moral
imperative, then the prophecy reveals itself to be false and
sensationalistic.  The  Mayan  2012  prophecy  fails  on  both
counts. Although it causes us to contemplate the end, it sets
a date and offers no reason for why the world should end. It
is simply doomsday all over again!
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